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Across

1. pip thinks miss havissiham is his

3. whats the setting at the beginning of the story?

8. the _____ took away magwitch/pips money

11. who helped pip earn his fortune?

17. pip was joe's

27. pip worked as a

28. how many endings were originally written for the 

book

29. attempted to flirt with biddy

31. whos marrying biddy

32. who gives pip advice about love

33. hours it took pip to get to london

35. because compeyson was a ____ his sentence was less 

than magwitch

36. the color of wemmicks future wife's gloves were?

38. estella was best at breaking guys _______

40. pips tutor

43. whats the way people are notified if a convict got out 

from the hulks?

44. what time were the clocks set to in miss havisham's 

house

47. captured convicts are taken here

50. miss havisshams wearing this when pip visits her for 

the first time

Down

2. invited pip to play with her adopted daughter

4. who did estella agree to marry

5. who did orlick hit on the head

6. who marries estella

7. what did the marshes for pip represent? his 

lowly________

9. whats the name of estellas mom

10. pip leaves the river with this

12. herberts girlfriend

13. pips real first name is

14. who's the narrator of the whole story?

15. who did pip beat up

16. who won the fight between pip and the man?

18. miss havissham caught on_____

19. who acted in the hamlet play

20. pips real last name

21. estella stayed in this color house

22. what does joe do for a living

23. pip beat up someone in miss havisshams _____

24. what does the convict ask pip to give him other than 

the file

25. miss havissham wants pip to _____ with her

26. who teaches pip how to read and write

30. pip argues with him over estella

34. pip got a kiss from ______ when he won the fight

37. another word for statis house would be

39. pip visits miss havissham on her

41. who does pip take a job with

42. pip loves this person despite continually being hurt by 

her

45. herbert and magwitchs meeting can be described as

46. what does mr jaggers do for a living?

48. estella is traveling to

49. pip attends evening ________


